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1 Motivation

Recently I wanted to re-plot data presented on a certain bar graph. To avoid esti-
mating the plotted data by eye and typing them I plotted the image of the original
graph and used locator() to get approximate heights of bars and scaled accord-
ingly to get approx data for reploting.

2 Plot the bitmap of original graph

First of all I want to get original graph image into R graph window. Package
pixmap can do it for files in portable pixel format. I cut the figure from the original
PDF file, pasted it to IrfanView program and saved as portable pixelmap (.ppm).

Then I read the image
> library(pixmap)
> bitmapFigure = read.pnm("../data/Figure.ppm")

and plot it without margins to get better resolution
> par(mar = c(0, 0, 0, 0))
> plot(bitmapFigure)

Figure 1: Original graph.

The figure here is just for demo, the actual picture has 80 bars (and is quite ugly,
I usually call such graphs with plenty of narrow bars ’spaghettigram’ ).
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3 Digitize and rescale

Use function locator() to pick positions of interest, in this case bar heights. First
take two vertical positions for the range of y-scale

> rescale <- locator(2)$y
> rescale

[1] 47.20858 434.42260

Now take the coordinates of bar tops

> y <- locator()$y

[1] 200.8217 201.7306 277.1737 294.4438 317.1676 301.7154 356.2526
[8] 341.7094

Re-scale to the original units and round (only minor loss of precision)

> y <- round((y - rescale[1])/diff(rescale) * 250)
> y

[1] 99 100 148 160 174 164 200 190
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4 Plot of digitized data

> barplot(y, col = c("steelblue", "brown"), ylim = c(0,
+ 250))
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Figure 2: Reproduced barplot from digitized data.
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5 Final graph

What I wanted was a comparison of ’blue’ against ’brown’ in a scatterplot with a
line of equality (y = x) to see where they differ.

> blue <- y[seq(1, length(y), 2)]
> brown <- y[seq(2, length(y), 2)]
> plot(brown, blue, pch = as.character(1:length(blue)),
+ xlim = c(0, 250), ylim = c(0, 250))
> points(brown, blue, cex = 4, lwd = 4, col = c("steelblue",
+ "brown")[(blue < brown) + 1])
> abline(c(0, 1))
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Figure 3: Comparison of bar pairs. Numbers are used as a plotting characters for
identification of plotted bar pairs. Blue is larger in last two cases (3, 4)
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SessionInfo
Windows XP (build 2600) Service Pack 3

• R version 2.10.0 (2009-10-26), i386-pc-mingw32

• Locale: LC_COLLATE=Slovenian_Slovenia.1250,
LC_CTYPE=Slovenian_Slovenia.1250, LC_MONETARY=Slovenian_Slovenia.1250,
LC_NUMERIC=C, LC_TIME=Slovenian_Slovenia.1250

• Base packages: base, datasets, graphics, grDevices, methods, splines, stats, utils

• Other packages: Hmisc 3.7-0, patchDVI 1.5, pixmap 0.4-10, survival 2.35-8

• Loaded via a namespace (and not attached): cluster 1.12.1, grid 2.10.0, lattice 0.18-3

Project path: C:/_Y/R/_KrNeki

View as vignette

Project files can be viewed by pasting this code to R console:

> projectName <-"_KrNeki"; mainFile <-"HowTo-DigitizeDataFromGraphs"

> commandArgs()
> library(tkWidgets)
> openPDF(file.path(dirname(getwd()), "doc", paste(mainFile,
+ "PDF", sep = ".")))
> viewVignette("viewVignette", projectName, file.path("../doc",
+ paste(mainFile, "RNW", sep = ".")))

Revision Id: HowTo-DigitizeDataFromGraphs.Rnw 20 2011-02-22 22:30:10Z ABlejec (c) A.
Blejec
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